DATA CENTRE
ARCHITECTURE
PLANNING
COORDINATION
LEAD CONSULTANCY

Marchini Curran Associates has been working on Data Centre
design since 2006, our experience in the sector has covered a
number of different areas undertaking architectural, planning,
coordination and lead consultant roles.

DATA CENTRE
EXPERTISE

Marchini Curran Associates has

Marchini Curran Associates have led

recently completed two major

design teams building Data Centres

data centres including; The

that were assessed and certified

Campus Hemel Hempstead for

for BREEAM, Secured by Design,

NTT / Gyron.

CPNi, LPCB, BSi PAS68 and Uptime
Institute Tier 4. Our experienced

Acting as lead consultant on many

architectural team understands

projects MCa has the ability to

our client’s processes and industry

draw together the entire team on

requirements. MCa is an award-

behalf of our clients in addition

winning, RIBA chartered practice

undertaking the contract

of highly committed architects

administration overseeing the

and designers providing innovative

construction. The ability to offer

architectural design solutions. Based

architectural and administration

in Nottingham, MCa works with

services in addition to assembling

local, national and international

the wider design team has proved

clients.

beneficial to our current client base.

COMPANY
PROFILE

Since being established in 2002, Marchini

Marchini Curran Associates designs are based

Curran Associates has successfully delivered

on achieving a successful balance between a

an enviable portfolio of diverse projects

commitment to the new and respect for the past,

across a wide range of development sectors,

whilst reflecting informed views on technology,

and in doing so has built a solid reputation

sustainability and the environment.

for harnessing reliability and practicality with
creativity and flair.

MCa places prime importance on developing
close collaborative relationships with clients

Marchini Curran Associates has been involved in

and other parties to the development process,

projects ranging in value from a few thousand

as a means of achieving, every time, effective

pounds to many hundreds of millions of pounds.

delivery of an excellent product.

Sector coverage includes hotel and hospitality,
commercial, retail, leisure, residential, education,

MCa is an RIBA Chartered Practice with UKAS

industrial, interiors, masterplanning and branding.

ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001 certification.

www.mc-a.co.uk

Associate Companies
As part of our commitment to a broadly
based, multi-disciplinary approach, we
have specialist divisions ready to provide
dedicated service in the fields of Interiors,
Engineering and Planning Consultancy.
Marchini Curran Interiors
mc-i.co.uk
Marchini Curran Engineering
mc-e.co.uk
Marchini Curran Planning
mc-pl.co.uk

CONTACT US
Contact:
Andrew Bull
Project Director
M. +44 (0)776 599 8651
T. +44 (0)115 947 4020
E. andrew@mc-a.co.uk
Marchini Curran Associates
54a High Pavement
Nottingham NG1 1HW

www.mc-a.co.uk
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